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Regions of cardiorespiratory synchronization in humans under paced respiration

S. Rzeczinski, N. B. Janson, A. G. Balanov, and P. V. E. McClintock
Department of Physics, Lancaster University, Lancaster, LA1 4YB, United Kingdom
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Cardiorespiratory synchronization under paced respiration is studied systematically as the respiration fre-
quency is changed between 3 and 30 breaths per min. We plot a one-dimensional cut of the classical picture of
synchronization regions along the line defining the current breathing amplitude. The existence ofn:m syn-
chronization regions of finite width is demonstrated for each of six subjects studied. The statistics of the
different types of synchronization and their stability are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has long been known that cardiorhythm is influenced
respiration, a phenomenon calledrespiratory sinus arrhyth-
mia ~RSA! @1–4#. RSA is a modulation of the heart rat
resulting from interaction between the processes of resp
tion and heart rhythm generation. This interaction can so
times cause the related but different phenomenon of sync
nization @5–9#. Cardiorespiratory synchronization~CRS!
manifests itself through entrainment between heart and
piration rates@10–13#, and has been shown to be useful f
medical diagnostics in humans@14# and in rats@15#.

RSA has been widely studied, both in freely breathi
subjects, and in subjects performingpaced respirationwhere
breathing is synchronized with some external signal@16,17#.
Paced respiration is now a well-established tool for rel
ation and for the treatment of chronic pain and insomn
dental and facial pain, etc.@18–20#. Modulation of heart rate
due to paced respiration was systematically studied in R
@21,22#: in Ref. @21# three values of respiration frequenc
and in Ref.@22#, the frequency range between 0.083 Hz
0.2 Hz, were examined. CRS has been detected in sub
undergoing paced respiration@23# and the cardiorespirator
interactionhas been used as a diagnostic tool@24#. In clinical
practice, and occasionally in everyday life, the need can a
to control the heart rate without involving invasive or com
plex techniques. It is known that a change of respirat
parameters can lead, not only to modulation of the heart r
but also to a shift in its average value. In this context pa
respiration would appear to be a promising technique for
control of heart rate. However, there have been no system
studies of thesynchronizationof heart rate by paced respira
tion, and a number of important questions remain open.
example, it is important to know whether CRS is stable u
der variation of the frequency of paced respiration. Does
phenomenon occur randomly, or are there ranges of pa
respiration frequency when synchronization is to be expec
with a larger probability, in spite of noise and nonstation
ity? What types ofn:m synchronization appear most fre
quently during paced respiration? The present work is
attempt to answer these questions.

From the viewpoint of oscillation theory, the cardiovasc
lar system~CVS! can be treated as a self-sustained oscilla
whose basic frequency is the average heart rate, and w
respiration can be regarded as an external forcing. Accord
to theory, the average frequency of self-oscillation c
1063-651X/2002/66~5!/051909~9!/$20.00 66 0519
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change whenever external forcing is applied, regardles
whether or not synchronization takes place. However, s
chronization preserves a constant ratio between the for
and response frequencies while either the forcing or the
tem parameters are varied. Thus, to predict the effect of fo
ing, one needs to know in detail how the CVS responds t
change in the parameters of forcing, the latter being pa
respiration. In mathematical terms, one needs a bifurca
diagram~map of regimes! in a plane of the control param
eters, for example, the respiration-amplitude vers
respiration-frequency plane, delineating the synchronous
asynchronous regimes for every individual. This is an ide
ized and ambitious goal which will not be addressed here
view of the unavoidable restrictions imposed on the study
any living system. The more modest aim of the present w
is to reveal a one-dimensional cut of the complete map
regimes defined by the frequency of paced respiration. E
a rough picture of this kind, showing the transitions throu
different synchronous and asynchronous regimes as just
control parameter is increased, can provide some indica
of the global structure.

In contrast to experiments with, e.g., electronic oscil
tors, the parameters of a living system cannot be kept c
stant but continuously vary. The CVS is influenced by a hu
number of factors that change in time. Such changes ca
be eliminated, even when the subject is fully relaxed,
constitute unavoidable manifestations of noise and non
tionarity. In this situation, even the existence of synchro
zation that is stable under variation of forcing paramet
becomes questionable.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II ba
definitions are given and assumptions about the system u
study are formulated, allowing the problem to be conside
in terms of oscillation theory. Section III describes expe
ments. Section IV describes the techniques used for data
cessing. The results obtained are given in Sec. V. Section
contains a discussion and Section VII some conclusions

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Synchronization between two or more interacting oscil
tory systems is a fundamental phenomenon@5–9#. For two
interacting, self-sustained~dissipative, nonlinear!, systems it
manifests itself as an adjustment of their basic frequen
f 1 , f 2 so as to satisfy the relationn f15m f2, wheren andm
are integers. Synchronization with the given values ofn and
©2002 The American Physical Society09-1
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m is called ‘‘n:m synchronization.’’Another manifestation o
synchronization is adjustment of the phasesw1(t) andw2(t)
of the interacting systems so as to satisfy

uunw1~ t !2mw2~ t !u2Cu,e, ~1!

where t is ~continuous! time, C is some constant ande
,2p. Synchronization can occur either when the two s
tems mutually influence each other~bidirectional coupling!,
or when one system forces the other without feedback~uni-
directional coupling!. According to the theory of synchroni
zation of periodic@25# ~and even chaotic! oscillations, syn-
chronization occurs when certain conditions on both
frequency and amplitude of forcing are satisfied. Let the
sic frequency of unforced oscillations in the system bef 0,
the amplitude and frequency of forcing beA and f f , respec-
tively, and the basic frequency of forced oscillations bef.
The quantityD f 5( f f / f 0)2(n/m) is the frequency detuning
between the system and the forcing, andf f / f 0 is their fre-
quency ratio. Then, the largerD f is, the larger theA that is
needed to synchronize the system. For a periodic sys
forced periodically, a common structure for then:m synchro-
nization regimes in the ‘‘forcing amplitude’’—‘‘frequency
ratio’’ parameter plane, for relatively small values ofA, is
shown in Fig. 1@25#. Synchronization regions have the sha
of horns. They are now commonly referred to as Arno
tongues. Each tongue begins with a point on the abscissa
which is equal to the correspondingn:m value. For weak
forcing, the larger the value ofm, the narrower is the syn
chronization tongue, at least form.4 @26#. For weak forcing
the transition from an asynchronous to a synchronous reg
is associated with the transition from an ergodic to a reson
torus in the phase space. Ifm,4, the synchronization is
called a ‘‘strong resonance,’’ and ifm>4 the resonance is
called ‘‘weak.’’ A very important feature of the synchroniza
tion phenomenon is its robustness: that is, if one is inside
synchronization tongue, a small variation ofD f and~or! or A
should not lead to disappearance of the effect. A qualitativ
similar picture of synchronization regions was also obser
for chaotic@27# and even for stochastic@28# oscillations.

If the interacting systems are periodic and subject to no
@29#, or chaotic~maybe, also with noise! @30#, Eq. ~1! can
only remain satisfied during finite time intervals. In this ca
there is no strict definition of either synchronization or sy
chronization regions. Whether or not to treat an obser

FIG. 1. Sketch of the structure of the synchronization~Arnold!
tongues on the parameter plane: frequency-ratio versus forcing
plitude. The dashed line shows the kind of one-dimensional
through this map of regimes that was sought in the experimen
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regime as synchronous depends solely on the judgemen
the observer. Usually, a regime is considered to be sync
nous when the duration of the plateau defined by Eq.~1!
exceeds some predefined number of basic oscillation peri
Synchronization persisting only during a finite time interv
is known aseffective synchronization@31#. Following this
notation, we will hereinafter refer to the average relative d
ration of synchronization epochs as theeffectivenessof the
synchronization, for brevity.

It is known that an isolated heart can continue to contr
rhythmically for a long time at a very stable frequency, th
is, it behaves as a self-sustained oscillator. It is also kno
that respiration affects heart rate much more strongly t
the heart activity affects respiration@32#. Thus, as a good
approximation, one can assume that respiration forces h
rate in a unidirectional manner. This forcing can be eas
brought very close to being periodic through paced resp
tion. With these assumptions, we can treat the CVS o
human undergoing paced respiration as a generator u
periodic forcing, affected by noise and nonstationarity. S
chronization theory should therefore be applicable.

We change the frequency of paced respiration gradu
between the feasible extreme frequencies of 0.05–0.5 H
is known ~ @32#, and references therein! that normally, the
smaller the breathing frequency, the larger its amplitu
since the average volume of air required to go through
system per unit time is roughly the same. We aim to estab
whethern:m synchronization between respiration and he
rate took place for the given respiration frequency by co
paring the forcing and response signals. In this way, we
to plot a one-dimensional cut of the map of regimes alo
the curve formed by the current values of forcing amplitud
sketched in Fig. 1 as a dashed line.

III. DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENTS

Six volunteers participated in the measurements. T
were young men aged 22–29 years, non-smokers, with
any history of cardiopulmonary disease. The sessions w
performed 3–4 h after the last meal, and no caffeinated b
erage was taken on the day of the experiment.

Each subject was asked to lie on a bed in a comforta
position, with his head on a pillow, slightly tilted. An interva
of about 20 min followed in order to achieve full relaxatio
Values of heart rate were measured and compared se
times during this period, to establish that relaxation h
taken place. A signal with which to synchronize respirati
was generated by computer and presented to the subject
series of light and sound pulses of duration 0.1 sec as
scribed in Ref.@33#: he was able to see a red square on
computer screen and hear the sound. He was asked to in
when the sound and light signal appeared, and to exha
his convenience before being prompted to inhale again
the next signal. We did not impose any restrictions on
amplitude of breathing, and suggested to subjects that
should breathe to whatever depth felt most comfortable
the given frequency.

After about 20 sec, the subject was breathing as p
scribed by the generated signal and had become accusto

m-
t
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REGIONS OF CARDIORESPIRATORY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051909 ~2002!
to the regime being imposed. Simultaneous measuremen
the ECG and the respiration signals were then initiated,
continued for 180 sec. The respiration signal was measu
using a respiratory effort transducer by Biopac Systems I
and the ECG signal by positioning three electrodes on
right and left shoulder and on the last rib on the subject’s l

For each new measurement, the respiration frequencyf resp
was increased by 1 breath per min~i.e., by 1 min21). The
minimal and maximal respiration frequencies were selec
experimentally to be 3 and 30 min21, respectively, so tha
they should not be too difficult for the subject. Thus,
dataset pairs were measured for each subject. In betw
measurements the subject was allowed to relax for abo
min until his heart rate, averaged over 1 min, had stop
changing. The average heart rate at rest was recorded to
vide the current value off 0 before each new measuremen

The measurements for each subject were completed
single continuous session~except for subject 2! lasting for
about 4 h in total. This procedure was adopted because
plot a map of regimes, we were interested in ensuring
the experimental conditions~weather, room temperature
time of the day, etc.! and the physical and mental state of t
subject, remained as constant as possible. The relati
large number of datapoints needed to create the map o
gimes, and the necessity of completing the measurement
a given subject in one session, imposed restrictions on
time per measurement. On the one hand, the time of
measurement should not be too short. In practice, howe
our preliminary experiments have shown that a session
not reasonably exceed 3–4 h, because a longer time is
hausting for the volunteer. Compromise was obviously n
essary, and 3 min was selected as being the optimal time
measurement.

For any given subject, the respiratory effort transdu
and ECG electrodes were positioned once at the beginnin
the measurements, and not adjusted subsequently durin
rest of the session. We can therefore make meaningful c
parisons between the relative amplitudes of respira
throughout the whole session for that particular subject.

For two of the six subjects we repeated the measurem
several days after the first session. This was done in orde
learn whether the effect of cardiorespiratory synchronizat
can easily be reproduced when the experimental condit
and the state of the subject~mood, food taken, previous ac
tivities, etc.! would all have been slightly different.

The first session with subject 2 was an exception, ho
ever: it was split into two parts. Measurements for resp
tion frequenciesf resp of 3–15 min21 inclusive were com-
pleted on the first day, and those forf resp of 16–30 min21

inclusive were done on the next day.

IV. DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

The ultimate goal of our study was to plot a curve sp
into segments of nonsynchronized andn:m synchronized ac-
tivity on the plane of the two control parametersf resp/ f 0 and
Aresp ~see Fig. 1 for a sketch of the curve!, whereAresp and
f resp are the amplitude and frequency of paced respirat
respectively. Following the representation in Fig. 1, we ch
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to normalize the respiration frequencyf resp to the average
heart rate before measurementf 0, for two reasons. First, the
average heart rate in relaxation differs between subjects,
plying that the same respiration frequency can lead to dif
ent synchronization orders in them. Normalization allows
to compare the synchronization regions of different subje
Second, the average heart rate changes slightly in the co
of experiments, in spite of all precautions, so thatf 0 will not
be quite constant in a given subject before different meas
ments within the same session.

The ratio of the two numbersf resp and f 0 is readily com-
puted to find the coordinate on the horizontal axis. The
ordinateAresp on the vertical axis is the amplitude of th
respiration signal. Strictly speaking, its amplitude was n
constant from one breath to the next. By amplitude we the
fore mean an average amplitude. We defineAresp as the
square root of the signal power, assessed by integration
its Fourier power spectrum. A one-dimensional cut of t
map of regimes is thus straightforward to plot.

The next step is to split this curve into segments cor
sponding to synchronized and nonsynchronized regimes.
absence or presence ofn:m phase synchronization is de
tected by introducing phases for both respiration and E
and computing the phase difference

Dw~ t !5
n

m
wecg~ t !2w resp~ t !. ~2!

In order to establish the values ofn and m, we first find a
rough approximation of the synchronization ordern:m by
computing the Fourier spectra of the respiration and E
signals and finding the ratio of their basic frequenciesj
5 f resp/ f ecg. After that we try several values ofn which,
being multiplied byj will be close to some integer valuem.
In doing so, we try to findn andm values that are not large
than 15 because, according to the theory, the larger the
nominator of the synchronization order, the narrower is
synchronization tongue. In the presence of noise~which is
inevitable in real systems! these tongues will be smeare
Furthermore, the relatively rough sampling provided by o
28-point curve made it quite improbable that points wou
fall within the narrow tongues.

The presence ofn:m synchronization was arbitrarily de
fined by the condition that

uDw~ t !2Cu,
p

m
, ~3!

during 5 periods of respiration, or longer. In practice, ho
ever, for all respiration frequencies larger than 0.25 H
(15 min21) we seek for plateaus lasting 20 sec or long
There may be several such plateaus during the same m
surement. If at least one plateau of sufficient duration is
tected, we attribute that measurement to the correspon
n:m synchronization region.

Sometimes~but rarely! during the same measureme
switchings between synchronization regimes of different
dersn:m occur. We then attribute the same measuremen
two different synchronization tongues. Where several succ
sive values of respiration frequency lead to the same s
9-3
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RZECZINSKI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051909 ~2002!
chronization ordern:m, they form the required segment o
the curve belonging to the same tongue.

There are several different ways for introducing pha
from one-dimensional signals@34#. One way is to store al
time momentst i when the signalx(t) crosses some thresho
level u in one direction~e.g., from above to below! and then
attribute to each such crossing a phase increase of 2p. An
illustration of this technique is given in Fig. 2, where a
ECG of one of our healthy volunteers@Fig. 2~a!# is given
together with his simultaneously measured respiration sig
@Fig. 2~b!#. For the ECG, following the usual convention, w
count only intersections of the so-calledR peak@the highest
and narrowest peak, negative going as plotted in Fig. 2~b!#
with the threshold. If threshold levels are crossed at the t
momentst i

ecg and t i
resp, the phases for ECG and respiratio

are defined as follows:

wecg~ t !52p
t2t i

ecg

t i 11
ecg 2t i

ecg
12p i , tP] t i

ecg;t i 11
ecg ]

w resp~ t !52p
t2t i

resp

t i 11
resp2t i

resp
12p i , tP] t i

resp;t i 11
resp], ~4!

wherei is the number of the crossing.
Another method is to reconstruct the phase portrait from

signal, project it onto the phase plane and introduce phas
a phase angle on this plane. For the reconstruction of
phase plane one can use various methods, including the
bert transform@7# and delay embedding@35#. Delay embed-
ding is easier to implement and requires much less com
tation time and resources than the Hilbert transform. It
known that for an~almost! periodic signal, the optimal time
delay t is equal to a quarter of a period. In Fig. 3, del

FIG. 2. Illustration of the first method of phase definition, usi
Eq. ~4!. ~a! ECG of subject No. 4 breathing with frequenc
21 min21 ~0.35 Hz!. ~b! The corresponding respiration signal. Bo
signals are given in arbitrary units. Horizontal lines indicate
chosen threshold levels. In each case, the filled circles show in
sections of the signal with the level from above, at the moment
time t i

ecg in ~a! for the R peak in the ECG, andt i
resp in ~b! for the

respiration signal, respectively.
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embedding of the respiration signal shown in Fig. 2~b! is
illustrated for the optimal time delay. The phase of respi
tion is then

w resp~ t !5arctan2
xresp~ t1t!

x resp~ t !
12p i , ~5!

where, emulating Fortran, we denote by arctan2 the arctan
function unwrapped from the interval@2p;p# ~rather than
the conventional@2p/2;p/2# interval!; i is the number of
complete revolutions which have taken place by the timt.
In our study we introduced phase for the ECG using Eq.~4!,
and tried both Eqs.~4! and ~5! for respiration signal. As
expected, the results obtained were independent of
method by which phase was introduced for the respirat
signal.

V. RESULTS

In Fig. 4 values ofR-R intervals are given for all session
of measurements for all six subjects. The horizontal axis
split by vertical lines into segments of duration 180 sec,
ing the duration of one measurement.R-R intervals within
separate neighboring measurement are also marked by d
ent shades to help to distinguish between them. The inte
beneath segments mark the frequency of paced respiratio
breaths per minute. In the first plot for subject 2 one can
a discontinuity between the measurements for respiration
quencies 15 and 16 min21. This was due to the break of
day between these measurements. All other sets of mea
ments were done in single sessions, and there are no ab
jumps in the series ofR-R intervals between successive me
surements.

By average heart rate we will mean the reciprocal of
averageR-R interval during the time of one measuremen
Figure 5 plots~a! the average values and~b! the variance of
the R-R intervals shown in Fig. 4, as functions of the resp
ration frequency. Designations for the different subjects
given in the figure caption. It is interesting to note that, w
the exception of subject 2, average heart rate either did
change much with increasing respiration frequency~subject
4!, or it slightly decreased. In subject 2, the average he
rate increased markedly during the first half of the sess

r-
f

FIG. 3. Projection onto the phase plane of the phase port
restored by delay embedding from the respiration signal show
Fig. 2~b!. The signal is given in arbitrary units. The time delayt is
equal to a quarter of the respiration period andw(t) is the phase
angle.
9-4
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FIG. 4. R-R intervals for all measurement sessions with different frequencies of paced respiration, for all six subjects. The horizon
are split by vertical lines into segments of duration 180 sec~the time of one measurement!. The integers below segments mark th
corresponding frequency of paced respiration in breaths per minute.
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the average value of theR-R interval decreasing almost lin
early. However, in the second half of the session the beha
of the average heart rate is qualitatively the same as for
other subjects. An increase in the frequency of paced re
ration led to a decrease in heart rate variability in all subje

In Fig. 6~a! the amplitude of the respiration signalAresp is
plotted as a function of respiration frequencyf resp for all six
subjects, who are indicated by different symbols. The re
ration amplitude is expressed in arbitrary units and its ab
lute magnitude is not comparable between different subje
As predicted, the larger the frequency of breathing,
smaller its amplitude is, on average. In Fig. 6~b! Aresp is
shown as a function of the frequency ratiof resp/ f 0. We use
the same designations for individual subjects in Figs. 6~a!
and 6~b! as those in Fig. 5.

Some typical plots of phase differenceDw(t) are shown
in Figs. 7~a!, 7~b!, and 7~c!. Horizontal lines mark the limits
of the plateaus defined by Eq.~3!. In Fig. 7~a! Dw(t) is
shown for subject number 4 breathing with frequen
26 min21 (0.433. . . Hz) for n:m52:5. One canobserve a
75 sec plateau, demonstrating the presence of 2:5 phase
chronization between respiration and heart rate. Figure~b!

FIG. 5. ~a! Average value and~b! variance of theR-R intervals
shown in Fig. 4 for the first or only measurements for: subject N
1 ~circles!; 2 ~squares!; 3 ~diamonds!; 4 ~up-pointing triangles!; 5
~left-pointing triangles!; and 6~down-pointing triangles!.
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showsDw(t) for subject number 5 breathing with frequenc
17 min21 (0.2833. . . Hz) for n:m51:3. One can see two
plateaus lasting 40 sec and 70 sec, between which switc
occurs. Figure 7~c! shows three plateaus ofDw(t) for
subject number 4 breathing with the frequency 28 min21

(0.4666. . .Hz). The first and the third segments corresp
to n:m52:5 ~black curve!, while the second segment corre
sponds ton:m53:7 ~gray curve!. This picture shows tha
switching from 2:5 to 3:7 synchronization and back to
place during the period of observation.

The right-hand column of Fig. 7 shows the correspond
time dependences of theR-R interval, and of the respiration
signal at the moment when theR peak occurs. Thus, strobo
scopic sections of the respiration signals are taken at the
moment when the phase of ECG changes by 2p. In Figs.
7~d!, 7~e!, and 7~f!, the R-R intervals are rescaled so tha
their dynamics can be compared with that of the respirat
signal.

Next, synchronization regions were plotted for each of
six subjects~Fig. 8!. In the first column, data for subjects 1
2, and 3 are presented for the first~or only! measurement

.

FIG. 6. Amplitude of respiration versus~a! respiration fre-
quency in breaths per minute (min21); ~b! ratio of respiration fre-
quency f resp to the average heart rate before measurementf 0, for
the first or only measurements with all six subjects. Designation
the symbols are the same as in Fig. 5.
9-5
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RZECZINSKI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 66, 051909 ~2002!
session. The second column shows plots for the second
sions with subjects 2 and 3. The third column contains d
for subjects 4, 5, and 6.

In each plot of Fig. 8, the horizontal axis gives the val
of the paced respiration frequencyf resp divided by average
heart rate immediately before measurementf 0. The vertical
axis is the average amplitude of respirationAresp. The
dashed line connects the positions of the measurement p
marked by circles@which for complete measurements are t
same as those shown in Fig. 6~b!#. Empty circles indicate the
absence of any synchronization, while filled circles ma
synchronous regimes.

From the theory we know that a synchronization reg
should grow from a point (n:m) at zero forcing amplitude
and as the latter increases, their widths should increase,
We have no precise information about how the boundarie
the synchronization regions evolve. We only know that,
very small forcing amplitude, they are straight lines risi
from the horizontal axis. To estimate roughly the limits
each synchronization region, we connect the theoretical s
ing point (n:m) on the horizontal axis with the boundin
points of the same region on the experimental curve. T
experimental synchronization tongues, estimated in this w
are shown as the shaded regions in Fig. 8.

To estimate the effectiveness~see Sec. II! of the synchro-
nization observed under different conditions, we count
total durationtpl of all plateaus of phase differenceDw(t)
for the particular value of respiration frequencyf respand syn-
chronization ordern:m. We denote the observation tim
~here 180 sec! astobs. The ratiotpl /tobs3100% gives us the
fraction of time during which the heart rate is synchroniz
by respiration at the givenn:m. Figure 9 shows the ratio

FIG. 7. Left-hand column: typical plots of phase differen
Dw(t) for different frequencies of paced respiration.~a! 2:5 phase
synchronization during 75 sec forf resp526 min21; ~b! 1:3 phase
synchronization during 150 sec forf resp517 min21; ~c! transitions
between 2:5 and 3:7 synchronization for the same frequenc
paced respiration forf resp528 min21. Horizontal lines mark the
limits defined by condition~3!. Right-hand column: plots ofRR
intervals~above! and the values of respiration signal~below! at the
time moments when theR peak occurs, that is, stroboscopic se
tions of respiration. In each row the same measurement is il
trated.
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tpl /tobs3100% versus frequency ratiof resp/ f 0 for all sub-
jects. Figure 10~a! summarizes the data of Fig. 9. The ver
cal axis indicates the relative durations of plateaus for
most frequently encountered orders of synchronizationn:m,
averaged over all subjects and all measurements in w
this synchronization occurs. The numbers over the datapo
give the number of subjects who demonstrated this partic
synchronization regime.

Finally, we estimate the robustness of synchronizati
We compute the tongue width as the difference of freque
ratios D( f resp/ f 0) at its boundaries, for each of the com
moner synchronization orders. If the tongue consists of o
one point, we define its width as the step in respiration f
quency, 1 min21, divided by the average heart rate prior
paced respirationf 0. Note, that this is not the tongue width a
the same level of respiration amplitude. This estimate refle
the width of synchronization region along the cut of the p
rameter plane at the current value of frequency, which,
turn, defines the optimal amplitude. Figure 10~b! gives the
values of tongue width for the commoner synchronizat
orders, averaged over all subjects.

VI. DISCUSSION

Our observation that heart rate variability, as expres
through the variance ofR-R intervals, decreases as the re
piration frequency increases~Figs. 4,5! is in a good agree-
ment with earlier observations@1,17#. The fact that the larger
the frequency of paced respiration, the smaller on averag
amplitude becomes~Fig. 6!, accords with common sens
~because of the need to maintain a particular oxygena
level! and is consistent with earlier experiments@32#.

The experimental maps of regimes in Fig. 8 are to
compared with the theoretical one in Fig. 1. The qualitat
structure of the theoretical Arnold tongues is reproduced
our experiments, notwithstanding the inevitable real-life c
cumstances affecting the possibility of synchronization. T
allows us to infer that the system governing the heart rate
a healthy human can be treated as a generator in a phy
sense, and that paced respiration acts as an external per
forcing of this system. However, the widths of the synch
nization tongues do not seem to be as predicted by the th
of a periodic oscillator forced periodically@Fig. 10~b!#. In
particular, the synchronization regions found do not exh
an obvious decrease of the tongue width with the increas
denominatorm of synchronization ordern:m. It is not obvi-
ous what rule, if any, governs the width of the tongue. Su
a rule may perhaps be hidden because the actual stre
with which heart rate generator is forced is not simply p
portional to the amplitude of breathing, as measured by
technique, but may be due to some specific features of
nonlinearity of the system. Consistent with the classi
theory, however, we failed to find any synchronization
gions withm.10, in full agreement with predictions abou
the improbability of falling within them under the given ex
perimental conditions.

Comparison between experiments conducted with
same subjects on different days have shown that, even w
the detuning and amplitude are quite close, the structur

of
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REGIONS OF CARDIORESPIRATORY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051909 ~2002!
FIG. 8. Regions of cardiorespiratory synchronization for all subjects and all sessions. The first column gives results from the firs
with subjects 1, 2, and 3; the second column gives results from the second session with subjects 2 and 3; and the third column
results for subjects 4, 5, and 6. Dashed lines mark the amplitude of respiration versus the frequency ratio and, for first~or only! sessions, are
precisely the same as in Fig. 6~b!. Shaded tongues show the inferred synchronization regions, their tips pointing to the correspondinn:m
rotation number. These results are to be compared with the predictions of the classical theory as sketched in Fig. 1. Details are g
text.
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w
, the
the synchronization regions is not precisely reproduced: S
ject 3 reproduced four out of eight synchronization regio
during his second session; whereas subject 2 reprod
only one of seven synchronization regions. The second
of measurements also demonstrated synchronization or
that were absent during the first sessions.

Nevertheless, regimes of synchronization with cert
n:m are realized in particular subjects more frequently th
in others. Namely, 2:5 synchronization was induced in a
subjects, 1:2 and 1:3 in 4, 1:7 and 3:5 in 3. Other types
synchronization appear occasionally. Cardiorespiratory s
chronization can be induced with greatest probability in
range of paced respiration frequency 0.15–0.5 Hz.

As to the effectiveness of synchronization of different o
ders, one can note from Fig. 10~a! that the most effective
synchronization was 1:3 in those subjects where it was
duced. This means that the average duration of the co
sponding plateaus was the longest of all synchronization
ders. It is known that the typical range of breathi
frequencies in the relaxed state lies between 1/6 and 1/
the average heart rate@16#. Note, that the breathing fre
quency inducing 1:3 synchronization is on the borderline
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those which are most common in the relaxed state. Altho
being the most effective, 1:3 synchronization was enco
tered in only 2/3 of all subjects. The next most effecti
regime was 1:2 synchronization, which requires an even
natural breathing frequency. The next regime was 2:5 wh
was found in all subjects studied. Although being the m
prevalent, the 2:5 synchronization appeared to be less e
tive than the 1:3 and 1:2 ones. Note that the denominato
this synchronization order is larger than 4 which means t
this resonance is weak. The corresponding tongue is
pected to be narrower than those for 1:2 and 1:3, which
indeed observed in our experiments. The remaining t
common orders of synchronization were 1:7 and 3:5, b
classified as weak resonances. Synchronization of orders
1:5 and 1:4 appeared much more rarely, namely, 1:4 and
in 1/3 and 1:5 in 1/6 of all subjects.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We note that to draw global conclusions, a larger stu
will be required, and that it will be interesting to study ho
the synchronization phenomena depend on, for example
9-7
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FIG. 9. Relative durations of the plateaus of phase differenceDw(t) for the given frequency ratiof resp/ f 0 ~see text!. The order of
synchronizationn:m is marked above or near the corresponding region.
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ages of the subjects. Nevertheless, several features o
results already seem clear. In particular,

~1! All six of the subjects studied demonstrated an abi
to synchronize their cardiorhythm through paced respirat

~2! Each subject studied revealed between three and
distinct synchronization regions.

~3! For about half of the detectedn:m synchronization
regimes the existence of an individual synchronization
gion was indicated by two or more data points.

~4! No obvious rule governing the width of the tongu
could be inferred. Contrary to theoretical predictions, at le

FIG. 10. ~a! Effectiveness of the more common orders of sy
chronizationn:m, estimated as the average duration of the plate
of phase differenceDw(t). Averaging is made over all subjects an
all datapoints within each synchronization region for the cor
spondingn:m. ~b! Average width of the synchronization region fo
the samen:m as in ~a!. Averaging is taken over all subjects. Th
number of subjects involved in each average is given above
corresponding bar. Details are given in the text.
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for weak resonances, the widths of the synchronizat
tongues detected are not inversely proportional to the
nominatorm of synchronization ordern:m.

~5! For a suitable choice of breathing frequency, 2:5 c
diorespiratory synchronization seems likely to be achieved
all healthy subjects. The 1:3 synchronization, which w
achieved in 2/3 of all cases, tends to have the epoch
longest duration.

We believe that besides their practical importance, the
sults obtained may be also valuable for modeling purpos
In particular, if one creates a model of the cardiorespirat
interaction, its properties can be compared with the exp
mental observations of the structure of the synchroniza
tongues. For example, it will be interesting to compare o
results with a recent model@36# in order to test its applica-
bility to the human CVS.
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